ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS FOR
Medication Crushing Cup/Cutter Set
J1322&J1322B  J1323&J1323B

Instructions for Crushing Tablets

Step 1. Place the pills into the bottom cup of the Medication Crushing Cup Set. (bottom cup is the cup without threads)

Step 2. Place the top cup inside of the bottom cup.

Step 3. Rotate the top cup by using a twisting motion to crush the meds into a fine powder.

Step 4. The medication is now ready to be dispensed or the Medication Crushing Cup Set can be used as a shaker to suspend medication.

Step 5. To use the cup set as a shaker, remove the top cup and add the desired amount of liquid to the bottom cup.

Step 6. Turn the top cup over and place it onto the bottom cup by pushing it down until it snaps together.
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Step 7. Shake the cups until the medication is liquefied.

Instructions for Splitting Tablets
J1324&J1324B

Step 1. Place tablet in the “diamond” shaped area of the cutter.

Step 2. Place the top cup with the cutting edge on the tablet and rotate it until the splitter engages in the groove.

Step 3. Push down on the top cup to cut the tablet in half.